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New Fabric Release 

Mirage 

 

Watch the video here 

Video Highlights: 

00:13 – Meet ‘Mirage’ 

00:38 – The colour range 

01:04 – Available in blockout material 

01:17 – High quality yet mid-range price 

  

Video Transcription 

 

Hi I’m Jason from the company Blockout Blinds and today I’m excited to tell you about the new 

fabric we’ve just released. 

  

http://www.blockoutblinds.com.au/
http://www.blockoutblinds.com.au/new-fabric-release-mirage/
http://www.blockoutblinds.com.au/new-fabric-release-mirage/
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00:13 – Introducing ‘Mirage’ 

So we’ve released a new fabric, we love releasing new fabrics it gets the guys excited out on the 

road, something new to show and customers also love it as well. 

Our new fabric is called ‘Mirage’ and it comes with our standard 10 year warranty. It’s an indoor 

fabric and it’s designed for: 

 Roller Blinds 

 Panel Glide Blinds 

Roman Blinds  

00:38 – The colour range 

So let’s have a look at the actual colours 

So here are all the colours spanned out, they look absolutely beautiful. Now this is a summer release 

for us, it has a unique design, exceptional colour with a subtle contrast in it and a three dimensional 

pattern which I’m not sure if that comes through on the camera. This adds a nice little texture to it 

and creates a nice tactile experience. 

01:04 – Available in blockout material 

It’s available in 11 blockout colours so no light filtering or screens and it’s also i n 3 metre widths as 

well. This allows us to get those really wide blinds with this new fabric.  

01:17 – High quality yet mid-range price 

So there you have it, out new fabric. The other exciting thing about this new fabric is that we’ve 

been able to keep the price down which is always a good thing isn’t it. This fabric falls into one of our 

lower price bracket groups around our mid-point in terms of pricing where normally a fabric of this 

quality and texture would be up in the higher price bracket groups. So we’ve kept the price down 

which is why people are already getting really excited about this fabric.  

So till next time. 
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